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This is addressed to all those recalcitrant sycophants and 
the uneducated, ignorant little grubs and busy bodies who 
have nothing better to do than to slander someone they do 
not know. 

For those that do not know me, my name is Peter Adamis. 
You all deserve a suitable response. I am writing this from 
Adelaide where I have been for a few days. I have read the 
gutter trash and indeed it is very worrying and disparaging 
to say the least. 

Everything that you have read about me on Paul Soug (Sougleris) fake profile is absolutely rubbish. 
I am none of those things nor am I responsible. I am wearing the brunt of the attacks because I was 
the previous President and support the current committee of management. Has it ever occurred to 
you that it is very difficult for one person to be responsible for everything that I am accused of? Has 
anyone bothered to understand that the Brotherhood has a Constitution, Resolutions that we all 
abide by and past precedents. For Heaven’s sake get a life. 

To be brutally honest with you, those who are doing the attacking should be ashamed of themselves 
for they were caught out. I don't have to prove anything to nobody as I have lived a full life and have 
served this nation well. Others should do the same. Those who truly know my character are aware 
that these accusations are the characteristics of children driven by their lack of understanding and 
desire for acceptance. They are also driven by a passion which I admire but yet are not fully 
developed to understand the complexities of life. Such is the folly of youth. 

I can never understand or ever appreciate disloyalty or treachery in any form of play especially when 
people have closely together in the past. Just because these treacherous individuals have been 
outfoxed, outmaneuvered, the feel they can use the cover of anonymity and third parties to blacken 
my name is bloody well un-Australian and a blemish on those dragging Hellenism in this country to 
a new low. In my book they are just low life. 

Facebook pulled down two fake profiles called LEONIDAS LAKONAS and PALLACONIAN 
LIBERATION ORGANISATION because they were fake. It was the work of my friends who could not 
put up with the rubbish being driven by the few treacherous individuals. In fact there are four families 
who have CONTROLLED the Brotherhood for 20 years stifling new blood. Furthermore the Dance 
Group and Youth Group became so inclusive that new members were turned away. People are not 
told this but prefer to believe the rubbish others. The new Committee of Management represent 
Lakonians across Lakonia and not a select few intent on control. 

As for threats, I never threaten anyone unless my life is in danger or that of my family. If that occurred 
then I would not be held responsible for the outcome. I will not telegraph what I would do, I just do it 
without the words and other bullshit that people write on Facebook. If you feel that my friends have 
threatened you then you are mistaken. In fact if I wanted to hurt someone, I would have already done 
so, quietly, efficiently and without the need for thuggery. 

You are all intelligent people I hope and I am sure that you can differentiate between what is right 
and what is wrong. I wish you all well, stay strong and please don't listen to all the bullshit. By the 
way my friend’s profiles are not fakes but ex-Army mates of mine who don't appreciate the havoc 
and chaos being caused by the illiterate. 



Take care as I think it’s time to put a stop to all of this and see the wood for the trees. Let those in 
the know sort out amongst themselves and leave me out of the equation. This profile is the 
Pallaconian Brotherhood Face book page even though it has my name. As for me I thoroughly 
disgusted by all these unwarranted attacks after a life time of supporting Hellenism in this country 
we call home. Australia. If you knew me, not one of you would be writing such trash. 

As for Paul Sougleris, I don't hate him or despise him. Just disappointed that’s all. The face book 
page of which he has two, PAUL SOUG is a fake profile for starters. I once held him in high esteem 
but he has lost some of his lustre and I am very disappointed in him. His action are un-Australian 
and certainly demonstrates the worse of gutter Hellenism can offer. My advice to Paul (Soug) 
Sougleris is to drop what he is doing and please speak to the current President Kon Glekas if he 
wants the truth or visit the article on ONE GREECE or on my website at http://abalinx.com/.../the-
bare-facts-of-leonidas-two-faces/ 

Please note that I do not hate anyone, but I am disappointed at my brethren the Australians of Greek 
heritage who go on a rampage without knowing all the facts. 

Peter Adamis.  
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